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Rumors, witchcraft, and murder in this true crime account of one of New Jersey’s most notorious cold cases—from
two Weird N.J. magazine contributors. As Springfield residents decorated for Halloween in September 1972, the
crime rate in the affluent New Jersey township was at its lowest in years. That mood was shattered when the body of
sixteen-year-old Jeannette DePalma was discovered in the woods, allegedly surrounded by strange objects. Some
feared witchcraft was to blame, while others believed a serial killer was on the loose. Rumors of a police coverup ran
rampant, and the case went unsolved—along with the murders of several other young women. Including extensive
interviews with DePalma’s friends and family, new evidence, and theories about who could have committed this
horrible crime, Death on the Devil’s Teeth provides the definitive account of this shocking cold case more that
remains a mystery more than four decades later.
When Tamalyn Haynes agrees to be a bridesmaid, she doesn't realize she will be dancing with the best
man—notorious tycoon Fletcher Stanton! Fletcher is relentless in pursuing his desires—and intent on bedding wideeyed Tammy. But he has one condition: it's to be a temporary romance only. Marriage is not an option. However,
their passionate nights together lead to Tammy dropping a bombshell. Unintentionally, Fletcher Stanton's mistress
is pregnant with his forbidden baby….
This is a very very short novella consisting of one scene that has three parts, and an additional bonus scene. This
was written to be a SMALL gift to any Fallen Crest readers! And with that said, Happy Holidays from Tijan.
In the sixth book in the FALLEN CREST series, the gang returns home to Fallen Crest and have one last summer of
freedom as old foes return.
An O'Brien Family Novel
The Insiders
Fallen Crest Extras
An Alphabetical Digest of Nautical Terms, Including Some More Especially Military and Scientific ...
Life of Pi
Mason Kade is not known to be nice. He is ruthless, manipulative, and unforgiving. Most will say that he is a jerk and he
is to those that cross him or cross his loved ones. However, he does not want to be who he is. He does not enjoy hurting
others, but there is no limit to the lengths he will go to protect himself and his brother. This is the story of how he came to
be and this is why so many love Mason Kade.
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Presents the further adventures of Mowgli, a boy reared by a pack of wolves, and the wild animals of the jungle. Also
includes other short stories set in India.
Mason Kade is the dream. He is the promise. He's offering what so many would fantasize about, and it's not that I don't
want it/him/us. It's the opposite. There might be ghosts haunting me, but this man who's my soulmate is asking me for
forever. How can I say no to someone who already gave me my happily ever after? The last full-length novel for the
Fallen Crest Series.
Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of boarding school...again. And that's the least of his troubles. Lately,
mythological monsters and the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking straight out of the pages of Percy's Greek
mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in the NYT best-selling series, with cover art from the feature film, The
Lightning Thief.
Fallen Crest University
The Second Jungle Book
A Secret Baby Romance
Hate to Love You (Hardcover)
Mason
He told me to go away. I did. I followed his instructions. I left with the new family. They were from
the right side of the tracks and I tried to become one of them. I really did, but I failed. When someone
died, someone that I loved, I couldn't keep pretending everything was fine. It wasn't. This privileged
world he gave me wasn't privileged. There were problems. He just never told me that he created them,
that he had sent me into a world he set up for me. It was all a lie, but it was lie that I was going to
expose. Or I would die trying. **This is a standalone.
Sam's first day at Fallen Crest Public doesn't go well. Some girls want to be her. Some girls want to
destroy her. And some just don't like her. All in all, despite being protected by Mason and Logan, it's
still only the strong survive. Sam will not only have to survive, she needs to learn how to conquer too,
but there's another battle growing. Things are about to come to a disastrous end between the towns,
Roussou and Fallen Crest. Sam's other main dilemma? Keeping Mason and Logan from getting arrested or
hospitalized.
I crawled into Ryan Jensen's bed that first night by accident. I barely knew him. I thought it was his
sister's bed-her room. It took seconds to realize my error, and I should've left... I didn't. I didn't
jump out. I didn't get embarrassed. I relaxed. And that night, in that moment, it was the only thing I
craved. I asked to stay. He let me, and I slept. The truth? I never wanted to leave his bed. If I
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could've stayed forever, I would have. He became my sanctuary. Because-four hours earlier-my twin sister
killed herself.
You think you know me? Manwhore. Partier. Fighter. You know what? You're right. I'm all those things.
F*ck with mine and I'll f*ck you ten times harder. Suspensions. Arrests. You think I care? So yeah, I
may fit the bad boy image, but there's so much more you don't know. I'm loyal to a damned fault. I'll
never leave your side. The real Logan Kade isn't a manwhore. When I love, I love hard and completely.
Taylor saw that side of me. Inside of me. She saw my darkness and pain, and the second she did, she
owned me. You may think you know me... ...but she's the only one who sees me. **Standalone for new
readers, but does fit in the Fallen Crest Series between Fallen Crest University and Fallen Crest Home.
Rich Prick (Hardcover)
Ruthless Billionaire, Forbidden Baby
Fallen Crest Christmas
The Ballad of the White Horse
Books 1-3
I have loved Channing Monroe all my life. In first grade, he asked for my Trapper Keeper. I hit him in the head with it. Third grade, we were best friends.
We kissed in seventh grade. Eighth grade, he turned into a bad boy and the rest was a tumultuous storm. Growing up, the problem was never love for us.
Bad times. Good times. There were times when I felt our love in every inch of my body, vibrating, making me feel like it could bring me back to life. The
problem was us. The problem is that we're living in two different worlds now. Fallen Crest and its millionaires for me. Roussou and their criminals for him.
I was thriving in mine and he was running his. But... But there were nights I felt we couldn't be further apart than we were, and there were nights I felt we
shared the same heartbeat. When was it time? When was it time to either sacrifice, make a change, or walk away from the boy I grew up with?
Once he was broken beyond repair. Now this MMA contender is fighting to be a better man—for her. RT Book Reviews proclaims that the O’Brien Family
series from award-winning author Cecy Robson “has the hottest brothers ever!” And in Let Me, it is Finn’s turn to discover how love can heal the deepest
wounds. A mixed martial arts star on the rise, Finn O’Brien dismantles his opponents with brutal precision. And yet beneath his fierce persona, Finn is raw
from a trauma he’s buried for years . . . until the day his deep-rooted rage erupts and lands him in court-mandated therapy. Finn’s not one to bare his soul,
but if talking it out means meeting beautiful women like Sol Marieles, he’ll give it a shot. Sol is working toward her masters degree in psychology, and
already she feels like she’s in over her head. With an important internship on the line and a scary family situation demanding her attention, the last thing
Sol needs is Finn around to distract her. The man is ripped and seriously sexy yet it’s his troubled side that warns her to keep her distance. But their
attraction is intense, and he clearly has the heat to see how far and fast their passion takes them. Alone, Finn and Sol have been fighting to find happiness in
their lives. Together, there’s no stopping them as they face their greatest challenges—not in the ring, but in their hearts. Advanced Praise for Cecy Robson’s
Let Me: "Confession: I'm a little obsessed with the O’Brien Family. Addicted, you might say. And this book? Fed my addiction. In the best possible way. I
FLOVED Let Me." – Give Me Books "Cecy Robson hits the reader hard with Let Me. Her raw and edgy voice gripped me from page one, and Finn and
Sol's journey was so intense and so real that it crushed me to watch them go through their larger issues while struggling to find themselves. This is a mustread!" – Marisa Cleveland NY Times Best-selling Author "...hands down my favorite book of [Cecy Robson's]” – JB's Book Obsession "Once again, a new
Cecy Robson book wrecked my plans for a productive weekend. Let Me made me laugh, cry, and squirm in my seat (in a good way)—sometimes all at
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once."-- Teri Anne Stanley, Author of Accidentally in Love with the Biker and Drunk on You "Cecy Robson does it again! Super sexy MMA fighter Finn
O'Brien really knows how to deliver a punch...but it's what happens outside the ring that will really knock you out! Finn and Sol will have you swooning in
your ringside seat!"--Anne Marie Walker, Author of the Chasing Fire Trilogy
Fallen Crest is back with a vengeance! Samantha, Mason, and Logan are all together and united with one common enemy: Park Sebastian, the king of
fraternity douchebags. With professional football scouts eyeing his every move, Mason Kade has to walk the line for the first time in his life. Any move he
makes against Sebastian has to be perfect and under the radar. One mistake, and his career is over. Sebastian has other plans. Mason's career isn't his
target--not even close. Wanting to destroy Mason completely, Sebastian knows he must hit him where it hurts the most: Samantha, who doesn't give a rat's
ass that she's the target. Sam is bound and determined to protect Mason herself, no matter the cost, but what if the cost is beyond her imagination? What if
this time, the villain wins?
Enjoy three full-length YA romantic comedies filled with first loves, swoony kisses, and forbidden crushes... Follow best friends Margo, Suzie, and Matt as
they inadvertently start a war within their school. It's the cool kids versus the geeks once the hashtag #GeeksGoneWild starts trending. Along the way they
discover that not every friend can be trusted and not all enemies are as bad as they seem. But most of all, they find that love can come along when you least
expect it.
Crew Princess
Fallen Crest Nightmare
Fallen Crest Family (Special Edition)
Geeks Gone Wild Series
The Jungle Book

A novella crossover between Tijan's FALLEN CREST and CREW series.
Life of Pi is a masterful and utterly original novel that is at once the story of a young
castaway who faces immeasurable hardships on the high seas, and a meditation on religion,
faith, art and life that is as witty as it is profound. Using the threads of all of our
best stories, Yann Martel has woven a glorious spiritual adventure that makes us question
what it means to be alive, and to believe.
Hands On is the first of a three-part erotic series from New York Times and USA bestselling author Cathryn Fox. When hot as hell Danielle Lang showed up and asked me to
teach her about sex, I thought I was hallucinating. Turns out the beautiful psychologist
needed an extra bit of schooling in all things sexual so she could teach a class. I’m
always up for helping a friend. I mean, it’s the least I can do. What I wasn’t expecting
is for her to turn the tables and teach me a few things. Only this short-term promise of
two weeks in her bed is going by a little too quickly. Not that I’m thinking forever or
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anything. I’ve got a football career to get back to. And she doesn’t want to be a part of
my world. There’s no way we can be together—so I’m going to make sure I enjoy every sexy
second.... This is the first of a three-part series full of mind-blowing sex, featuring a
dirty-mouthed football player who knows the score and an inexperienced therapist who
needs to learn it. HANDS ON is sure to leave readers begging for more. The next
installment, Body Contact, will be published August 2016. The Hands On serial is best
enjoyed in order. Reading Order: Book #1 Hands On Book #2 Body Contact Book #3 Full
Exposure
NOTE: NO FURTHER DISCOUNT FOR THIS PRINT PRODUCT -- OVERSTOCK SALE -- Significantly
reduced list price Summarizes and updates the current National Cooperative Soil Survey
conventions for describing soils. Intended to be both current and usable by the entire
soil science community. The text explores the types of soil techniques and includes a
Field Equipment checklist with samples of common soil equipment as part of the field
guide. Other related products: Keys to Soil Taxonomy (2014) can be found here: https:
//bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/001-000-04761-2 Keys to Soil Taxonomy, 2010 can be found
here: https: //bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/001-000-04745-1 Drainage Manual can be
found here: https: //bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-003-00177-5 Converging Waters:
Integrating Collaborative Modeling With Participatory Processes to Make Water Resources
Decisions can be found here: https: //bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/008-022-00349-5
Water Measurement Manual: A Guide to Effective Water Measurement Practices for Better
Water Management can be found here: https:
//bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-003-00215-1 Ground Water Manual: A Guide for the
Investigation, Development, and Management of Ground-Water Resources can be found here:
https: //bookstore.gpo.gov/products/sku/024-003-00179-1"
Death on the Devil's Teeth
Fallen Crest Forever
Fallen Crest Public
The Boy I Grew Up With (Hardcover)
Logan Kade
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Fans of Erin Watt's PAPER PRINCESS will love this story about a girl who moves into her mother's boyfriend's
house only to be taken in by his two sons in the first book of an epic series.
The Insiders is the first in a brand new, page-turning romance trilogy from New York Times bestseller, Tijan!
Bailey is as normal as could be, with a genius IQ and a photographic memory. But still, normal for her. Then,
things happen—a guy breaks into her house in the middle of the night to take her hostage. She finds out her
father is actually billionaire tech genius Peter Francis, the same guy she’s idolized all her life. She learns all this
when she meets dark, mysterious, and electrifying Kashton Colello. He’s an associate of her father’s, and he
gives Bailey two choices—go with him and meet her father or survive on her own because those kidnappers are
going to try again. It’s a no-brainer. After this, three things become clear for Bailey: 1. She’s living at her
father’s sprawling estate, complete with bodyguards and the best security that money can buy. 2. She’s no
longer an only child. She has three siblings and has no idea what to do with them and vice versa. 3. She is being
guarded by Kash himself. Personally guarded. And there is a lot of guarding going on there and some of it is
going to drive her crazy. A complete outsider in a world of wealth and decadence, Bailey has to find her way
within a family that has more secrets than she could have imagined. One of these secrets could be deadly...
Rule #1: No hot guys. It might sound ridiculous. I get it. It kind of was, but college was supposed to be my
sanctuary. It was my place to start over. The rumors, the whispers, and the jealousy I endured through high
school would all be gone. No one would know me at college. Rule #2: No drama. I'd major in pre-law. I'd make a
few loyal friends. Everything would be easy-breezy. No one was going to use me or hurt me. I wouldn't let them.
Rule #3: New year. New place. New me. Right? Wrong. And all because of Shay Coleman. Football captain and
quarterback, he was the big guy on campus. The cocky guy in my political science class with a smirk. I hated him
on sight . . . . . . and he was about to break all my rules. Hate To Love You is a full-length standalone. There are
elements that deal with the dark side of college.
Fans of bad boys will love this romance about the rich kid who just got out of prison and seeks out the girl he
killed to protect.
Dante's Divine Comedy
Fallen Fourth Down (Special Edition)
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes
Fallen Crest Campout
Let Me
Originally published as part of the USA Today bestselling anthology Eye Candy, Fallen Crest Nightmare brings readers the characters—and
the scares—in this companion novella to Tijan’s New York Times bestselling world! This novella also includes a never before published
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bonus scene from this Halloween tale. The characters of the popular Fallen Crest series are back together for a night of mischief! Sam,
Mason, and the rest of the gang enter a Halloween-themed weekend with pumpkin carving, a girls’ night out, and a terrifying haunted house,
but the weekend takes a turn into something far more sinister....
These were written for a promo tour I did for Fallen Crest Home's book release. I added a few extra surprises in here as well, but not all of
them were posted, so I wanted to make them available for everyone. This is done as a thank you to the readers.
The Ballad of the White Horse is a poem by G. K. Chesterton about the idealized exploits of the Saxon King Alfred the Great. Written in ballad
form, the work is usually considered one of the last great traditional epic poems ever written in the English language. The poem narrates how
Alfred was able to defeat the invading Danes at the Battle of Ethandun under the auspices of God working through the agency of the Virgin
Mary. In addition to being a narration of Alfred's military and political accomplishments, it is also considered a Catholic allegory. Chesterton
incorporates a significant amount of philosophy into the basic structure of the story. Aeterna Press
He told me to settle. He asked what was wrong with me. He called me an easy target. That was within minutes when I first met Caden Banks.
I labeled him an *sshole, but he was more than that. Arrogant. Smug. Alpha. He was also to-die-for gorgeous, and my stepbrother's fraternity
brother. Okay, yes I was a little naive, a tad bit socially awkward, and the smallest amount of stalker-ish, but if Caden Banks thought he could
tell me what to do, he had another thing coming. I came to college with daydreams about being with my stepbrother, but what if I fell for the
anti-stepbrother instead? *Stand-alone novel
Anti-Stepbrother
A Fallen Crest Novella
The Lightning Thief
The Burgess Bird Book for Children
The Inferno. A Literal Prose Translation with the Text of the Original Collated from the Best Editions and Explanatory Notes

He walked into school on his first day and owned it. I guess that's what happens when you're a prick, rich, and you're best friends with
the ruling school's king. Also didn't hurt he's drop dead gorgeous. That's all fine. I mean, I have nothing to do with them. I'm a loner,
invisible, and that's how I wanted it to be. I was even proud of it, until I wasn't. Until I saw a girl kneel before him. Until I couldn't look
away. Until he caught me watching. His name is Blaise Devroe. My name is Aspen Monson. He only knew how to get, command, and
demand attention. I knew how to do everything but that. And this is our story.
Mason and Logan Kade are two brothers who did their own thing. They were rich and expected to attend Samantha's school, Fallen
Crest Academy. They chose public school and now she has to live with them. The problem is that she doesn't care at all: about them,
about her friends, about her cheating boyfriend, or even about her parent's divorce. But maybe that's a good thing. Maybe change is a
good thing.
Fans of Erin Watt and Penelope Douglas will love this second installment about high school seniors who navigate difficult issues
involving friendship, family and love.
Alexandra's older brother died the night he graduated. That day changed everything for her. No longer was she the party girl. No
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longer did she care about being popular and no longer was her family the happy unit she always thought existed. The only person who
could help her heal is the same person who loved her brother as much as she did, his best friend. She only hopes to keep her entire
heart from breaking when Jesse will move on, and she knows he will. After Ethan died, Jesse excelled at basketball, partying, and
girls. He used it all to turn his emotions off, but the irony was that Alex was the only person who could do that for him. She helped him
forget, but she was the one person he shouldn't be with because the secrets he knows could shatter everything. They could shatter
her. This is part one, so expect a cliffhanger for an ending.
Hands On
The Strange Murder That Shocked Suburban New Jersey
Kian (Hardcover)
The Sailor's Word-book
Odyssey
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